Lore Language Schoolchildren Iona Peter Opie
the lore and language of schoolchildren introduction - the lore and language of schoolchildren iona and
peter opie produced a long series of books on children’s lore and literature, ranging from the oxford dictionary
of nursery rhymes to a trilogy on contemporary children’s games and their histories, over the course of forty
years of marriage. the lore and language of schoolchildren, oral tradition 28.2 - the working papers of
iona and peter ... - the working papers of iona and peter opie 209 7 this film was made at monteney primary
school, sheffield, by julia c. bishop on july 16, 2009, of a performance by two girls, aged 8-9, in the playground.
it was recorded as part of the “children’s playground games document resume ed 400 842 ir 056 157
author mckinney ... - the lore and language of school children is the most widely cited modern book on
folklore. iona opie visited a local school playground during recess every week for fourteen years. often two
kinds of play were taking place. children’s folklore - universitas negeri yogyakarta - children’s folklore q
a handbook elizabeth tucker greenwood folklore handbooks ... six children kneel on the floor of a school band
room. each child holds two fin- ... published their groundbreaking lore and language of schoolchildren in 1959,
a new era of children’s folklore study began. the most recent book-length surveys 158 chapter iv:
childrenÕs songs/chants/dances/games 1 ... - british childrenÕs folklore scholars, iona and peter opie,
were still relying to a considerable degree on the kind of reporting that lady gomme did when they produced
their first three books on childrenÕs playground lore: the lore and language of school children (1959),
childrenÕs games in the case of the wildcat sailors: the hybrid lore and ... - the case of the wildcat
sailors: the hybrid lore and multimodal languages of the playground . andrew burn . in . darian-smith, k and
pascoe, c (eds) (2012)children, childhood and cultural heritage. ... the lore and language of schoolchildren
(1959), various examples are cited, and they reflect, of course, the media of the time, including for ... the
intersection of the school with children's culture ... - indian school assembly room. the children paraded
in with the american and protestant flags, a local preacher gave the invocation and all assembled sang hymns.
the principal delivered an address ... opie, iona and peter. the lore and language of schoolchildren. new york:
the australian children's folklore newsletter vol 1 no 1 ... - children s school—yard play. well , there is a
sec containing ... aspects of children's lore and language. please ... the australian children s folklore collection
at i.e.c.d. is to be expanded to include examples (original or facsimile) of children' s traditional play
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